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On ___________________, 20___, the sum of $_____________ has been received from the buyer 
[insert 
Name, address & phone number]: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
For co-ownership of the following described Olde English Bulldogge [name, description, reg. #]: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
The following terms and conditions are hereby agreed to: 
1. The bitch will be co-owned by the buyer and _____________________ Kennel until all of the 
terms of this 
Contract are fulfilled; the bitch will be registered with the IOEBA in both names, with a copy of this 
Agreement. 
2. The bitch will reside with the buyer; however, if buyer elects not to keep said bitch for whatever 
reason, 
Full ownership shall revert back to _____________________ Kennel. 
3. The bitch will be bred during her second heat from this date, or at a time mutually agreeable to the 
buyer 
And ______________________________ Kennel, to a stud dog determined by, and owned by, 
_________________________ Kennel. There will be no stud fee expense to the buyer. 
4. ________________________ Kennel will receive two pups of their choice from said breeding; if 
for any 
Reason there are not two live pups free of congenital/genetic defects. If the seller is unable to take 
two 
Pups from the first breeding, the breeding will be repeated and the same conditions will apply until 
two 
Pups have been received by ____________________________________ Kennel. Any remaining 
pups 
In the litter(s) will be owned by the buyer. Any abnormal vet expenses incurred from the whelping 
(i.e. C-section) 
Will be split proportionately by the number of pups between the buyer and 
_____________________________ Kennel. 
5. All litters produced under this co-ownership agreement will be considered bred by 
_______________________________ Kennel, and will be registered with the IOEBA using the 
seller's 
Registered kennel prefix. Pedigree and stud certificate papers will be provided accordingly to the 
buyer 
For all pups in the litter. 
6. at the time the above outlined commitment has been fulfilled, full ownership will be transferred to 
the 
Buyer, with no further commitments due ___________________ Kennel. 
7. The full value of this bitch is considered to be $_________________; the buyer is responsible for 
the safety 
And health of the bitch, and are at risk for the additional value in the event that the bitch is lost due to 
Negligence in health care or otherwise during the period of co-ownership. 
[Signed and dated by both buyer and breeder) 

 


